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Your Kiss Is On My Wrist by FlyPsycheFly 

Gods of the Gates (TV), Gods of the Gates – E. Wade 

 

No Archive Warnings Apply, Cupid/Psyche, Venus, Alternate Universe – Soulmates, 

Soulmate-Identifying Marks, Enemies to Lovers, the soulmark is a dildo okay, but the most 

romantic and artistic dildo ever, the mention of it in the first chapter is essentially Chekhov’s 

dildo so what comes next shouldn’t surprise you, The Peg That Was Promised, Hall & Oates 

references for funsies 

 

When a dildo soulmark appears on her wrist the day she turns twenty-five, Psyche can’t believe 

her bad luck. Cupid, her obnoxious coworker at Godly Enterprises, Inc. may have a matching 

soulmark, but she’d rather be mated to a sentient pile of dung…which may very well happen, if 

Venus ever finds out just who the Fates chose for her son. 

 

 

Mine for the Night by WreckMeCupid 

Gods of the Gates (TV), Gods of the Gates – E. Wade 

 

No Archive Warnings Apply, Cupid/Psyche, Alternative Universe – Modern Setting, 

Fake/Pretend Relationship, Fluff and Smut, Friends to Lovers, the most platonic date ever leads 

to the most platonic face-sitting ever, unless maybe it’s not that platonic after all???, Idiots in 

Love, I mean it, Total Idiots 

 

“What are you doing?” she gasps, but he doesn’t hesitate. With his hot, hard hands on her ass, he 

drags her up the bed until she’s kneeling above his head, and with a single twist of his strong 

fingers, her panties snap free. 

 

His words are muffled beneath her dress. “What does it feel like I’m doing?” 

 

Ruining our friendship, she wants to say, but then his mouth is on her, and she can’t say 

anything, not a thing, except his name. 

 

 

Love is for Suckers by Consentacles4Cupid 

Gods of the Gates (TV), Gods of the Gates – E. Wade 

 

No Archive Warnings Apply, Cupid/Psyche, Mermaid!Psyche, Tentacled!Cupid, Enthusiastic 

Consentacles, look you can’t say I didn’t warn you, this fic is pretty much what it appears to be, 

assuming it appears to be about mutually enjoyable tentacle sex 

 

Everyone warned Psyche about the dangerous, tentacled creatures lurking in deep, dark waters. 

But they didn’t tell her how good Cupid’s suckers would feel all over her body—or how easy it 

would be to fall in love with the sexiest tentacle monster in the Atlantic. 


